Top 5 U.S. Made
Flooring Trends
You’re finally ready to renovate your home by updating the
floors. Whether you’re replacing carpeting with wood or laminate
with tile, you want to update your home in the latest trends in
flooring. Another thing that’s important to you is buying from a
company that makes flooring in the United States.

You want to follow the most recent trends in flooring and
support manufacturing here at home. The good news is that
it’s easy to keep up with trends and install flooring from U.S.
companies. Here’s a look at the top five U.S. made flooring
trends to use when updating your home.
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Mannington Vinyl
Whether you’re looking to follow the trend of wood floors or ornate patterns, Mannington
vinyl has you covered, and it’s made in the U.S. This manufacturer creates vinyl in a wealth
of patterns to accommodate any of the current trends. You can use vinyl with a natural wood
pattern throughout your public rooms, such as the kitchen, living room, and dining area, and
then switch to an ornate pattern in the bathrooms to give it the look and feel of tile without
breaking the bank or exceeding your budget.
Mannington vinyl is easier to install than wooden planks, and it still offers the same upscale look
of wood. These vinyl sheets are easily installed in a full spread, perimeter, or loose lay. This is a
lot easier than fitting wood planks together. If your home has pets or children, this vinyl stands
up to the wear and tear of little feet and paws. It also doesn’t yellow, so you don’t need to worry
about replacing it every couple of years.
Unlike real wood floors, you don’t need to apply a sealant to make them waterproof. This vinyl is
waterproof and scratch-resistant to keep looking like new longer without the hassle of sanding
it or replacing tiles. With Mannington vinyl, you can get the look of your favorite flooring trends
without the hassle of caring for hardwood or the associated expense.

Shaw Prefinished Hardwood Flooring
Upscale hardwood flooring has been one of the hottest trends in flooring for a few years
now, and you can achieve that look with Shaw’s engineered wood flooring. This prefinished
hardwood flooring is much easier to maintain and install than traditional wood flooring while
coming in all the various wood colors and patterns you find with real hardwood. These include
ash, oak, walnut, pine, and more. You can also purchase Shaw real hardwood flooring.
Installation is easy, and you can use the float method, glue, or nails. You can choose
between several different textures depending on the wood. The planks come in various widths,
depending on the style you choose and the look that you want for your home. These wood
floors are scratch-resistant and easy to care for as part of your cleaning routine. Shaw flooring
offers a warranty on all of its flooring, and you should check the individual flooring and style
to learn the length of the warranty.

Shaw Carpet
No matter how popular hardwood floors are, carpeting remains a popular trend, especially in
bedrooms, where you want to get out of bed in the morning and sink your toes in the warm, soft
carpet. Whether you’re looking for a neutral beige or want to make a statement with violet, this
carpet is available in a rainbow of colors. You can choose between nylon or polyester material
and a variety of textures to feel under your feet.
This carpet comes in both 12 foot and 15-foot widths to provide a continuous look in every
room with minimal cutting to adjust to the size of the room. You can choose between a variety
of price points to fit almost every budget. If you have pets, you might opt for a style of carpet
designed with your fur baby in mind with the Shaw pet performance carpet. Carpet remains one
of the most popular flooring trends, and with Shaw, you’re installing carpeting made in the U.S.

Mannington Laminate
Achieve the look of hardwood you want without the price tag that comes with it. Laminate
flooring offers the look of trend hardwood floors without the hassle of installing wood planks,
sealing them, and keeping them clean. With laminate flooring, you get a hardwood floor that
resists water and cleans up with a minimal effort. Mannington laminate offers SpillShield®Plus
Waterproof Technology, so drinks, sauces, and mud easily wipe up from your laminate flooring
without the need to worry about permanent staining.
Mannington laminate flooring comes in an array of colors to mimic the look of natural wood.
You can choose glossy patterns or a more rustic pattern. This flooring is more durable than
natural wood flooring, so it might be a good option if you have young children or pets that run
through your home. With laminate, you can take part in the wood flooring trend while spending
less, purchasing from an American company, and enjoying your flooring without a lot of care.

Shaw Vinyl
With Shaw vinyl, you have the option of following the wood flooring trend or the one of stone
tile without the expense and extra care required to maintain it. Wood flooring offers a warm,
upscale look to your home, and this vinyl comes in the planks that mimic the appearance of
hardwood floors. If you prefer the natural look of stone tiles, you can choose vinyl tiles with all
the colors and veining of stone. Unlike hardwood floors and stone tiles, this vinyl is durable and
stands up to daily wear and tear with very little effort on your part.
You can purchase vinyl planks that lock in place together and don’t require glue or nails as they
float above the subfloor. These vinyl flooring options come in a variety of colors and styles to
meet your flooring goals and ensure that you’re taking advantage of the most recent flooring
trends without breaking the budget.

Bonus Selection for the Office: Mannington Commercial
If you own your own commercial building or your lease allows you to change your flooring, the
Mannington commercial line is a great American-made choice. They offer a vast array of colors
and patterns in carpeting, LVT, and rubber tiles. All the commercial flooring is designed to stand
up to a lot of foot traffic and wear and tear.
You can update the flooring in your and enjoy the latest trends without spending too much.
If you want to support American manufacturers and buy flooring made in America, you can
select one of these flooring trends.

Schedule your consultation today.
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